Abstract. Due to the rapid development of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), there has been significant progress in the field of human video motion transfer which has a wide range of applications in computer vision and graphics. However, existing GANbased works only support motion-controllable video synthesis while appearances of different video components are bound together and uncontrollable, which means one person can only appear with the same clothing and background. Besides, most of these works are person-specific and require to train an individual model for each person, which is inflexible and inefficient. Therefore, we propose appearance composing GAN: a general method enabling control over not only human motions but also video appearances for arbitrary human subjects within only one model. The key idea is to exert layout-level appearance control on different video components and fuse them to compose the desired full video scene. Specifically, we achieve such appearance control by providing our model with optimal appearance conditioning inputs obtained separately for each component, allowing controllable component appearance synthesis for different people by changing the input appearance conditions accordingly. In terms of synthesis, a two-stage GAN framework is proposed to sequentially generate the desired body semantic layouts and component appearances, both are consistent with the input human motions and appearance conditions. Coupled with our ACGAN loss and background modulation block, the proposed appearance composing GAN can achieve general and appearance-controllable human video motion transfer. Moreover, we build a solo dance dataset containing a large number of dance videos for training and evaluation. Experimental results show that, when applied to motion transfer tasks involving a variety of human subjects, our proposed appearance composing GAN achieves appearance-controllable synthesis with higher video quality than state-of-art methods based on only one-time training. Example synthetic video results are available online: https://youtu.be/8fhr5bcFM6Y.
Introduction
Human video motion transfer aims at synthesizing a video that the person in a target video imitates actions of the person in a source video, which is of great benefit to applications in scenarios such as games, movies and robotics. With the recent emergence of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [10] and its variant conditional GANs (cGANs) [18] , there have been many works [4, 24, 17, 28, 1] for video-based human motion transfer that achieve great success. However, these works have two main weaknesses: 1) For each video, only the mapping between human motions and video frames is learned while the video appearance is learned individually in a 1 Zhejiang University, China, email: huangkejie@zju.edu.cn person-specific model, which means additional models are required to be trained to generate new appearances. 2) Appearances of different video components (e.g. head, upper body, lower body and background) are learned and generated as a whole, which causes the video appearance is not decomposable or controllable.
In this work, the proposed cGAN-based appearance composing GAN addresses the above two weaknesses from two aspects correspondingly: 1) In addition to motion conditioning inputs used in other works, we provide our model with separate appearance conditioning inputs with respect to head, upper body and lower body, allowing to generate new video appearances by changing the appearance conditions accordingly. Specifically, the appearance condition of each body component is obtained separately during data preprocessing using our elaborate input selection strategy, which is optimally designed based on a pose similarity matching mechanism. By doing this, we can minimize the loss of texture information for appearance synthesis when the input body pose is different from the desired output body pose. 2) Compared to other works that generate the video appearance as a whole, we decompose the full video scene into different video components, which can be generated separately with appearances come from different target videos to achieve multisource appearance control. In particular, we utilize a layout GAN to firstly synthesize the desired semantic layout, which is better than the sparse body pose points in describing human motion. Then the synthetic layout is taken as dense motion conditioning input by an appearance GAN, which aims at synthesizing the layout-specified foreground and background. By selecting input appearance conditions for different components separately from different target videos, the layout GAN and the appearance GAN can generate the desired multisource layout and appearance respectively.
To enable the appearance GAN to achieve such multi-source synthesis, the key is to separate different components from each other to alleviate their inner relevance. Therefore, synthesis of each body component foreground is supervised separately during training by a component-specific ACGAN loss, which is carefully designed for not only appearance quality but also appearance consistency between generated components and input appearance conditions. Moreover, different from previous works that directly synthesize the whole background, we embed a light-weight background modulation block to synthesize a modulation map instead, which can effectively modulate the background brightness to render natural shadows. Since the map is generated from motion conditioning inputs and irrelevant to background appearance, it supports controllable background replacement with arbitrary images. Based on the proposed GAN framework, we can control appearances of not only the background but also the body component foregrounds. By fusing them to compose the full video scene, we achieve the appearance-controllable human video In the data preprocessing, we obtain the paired X SP and X T from the source motion frame and the target appearance frames. Then the processed inputs are fed into the appearance composing GAN to sequentially generate the layout mapỸ LO and the scene imageỸ I , whereỸ I is composed of the synthetic foregroundỸ F G and the modulated background X T BG . In the figure, the orange and the blue arrows represent data flows of the layout GAN and the appearance GAN respectively, ⊗ and ⊕ represent pixel-wise multiplication and addition operation respectively. motion transfer.
In our experiments, a large solo dance dataset including 148800 frames collected from 124 people is utilized for training and evaluation. Firstly, we compare our approach against state-of-art personspecific [24, 4] and general-purpose [2] methods through qualitative, quantitative and perceptual evaluations on the dataset. The results show that, compared with other methods, our proposed approach can synthesize high-quality motion transfer videos that are perceptually more popular and quantitatively more similar to ground-truth real videos in a general way. Then we apply our method to tasks of multisource appearance synthesis and controllable background replacement, where the results show that our method can achieve flexible appearance control on body components as well as surrounding backgrounds. Moreover, to give a better insight into the appearance composing GAN framework, we further conduct comprehensive ablation studies with respect to our input selection strategy, layout GAN, AC GAN loss and background modulation block.
To summarize, our main contributions are as follows: • We propose appearance-composing GAN: a general approach enabling appearance-controllable human video motion transfer.
• We achieve higher video quality than state-of-art methods by taking advantage of our effective input selection strategy and novel GAN framework design.
• We construct a large-scale solo dance dataset including a variety of solo dance videos for training and evaluation, which will be released together with our codes to facilitate future research.
Related Work
Early works have attempted to manipulate existing video frames [8, 20, 21] or animate 3D character models [11, 5, 14] to create human motion transfer videos. However, they result in either lowquality synthetic videos or massive computation budgets dominated by production-quality 3D reconstructions. Recently, there have been significant efforts which we refer to as image-based methods [2, 19, 26, 22, 6, 15, 23] aiming at synthesizing new pose images given the human appearance of a single input image. The purpose of these image-based works is to impose the input appearance onto new poses in an image-to-image translation manner [12] . [2, 19, 26] utilize spatial transformation or surface warping to transform the input appearance texture into new pose layouts, where the transformed results are rough and refined in detail to generate output images. Similarly, [22, 6, 15] apply such transformations to appearance features instead of textures, where the transformed features are then decoded to obtain new pose images. Furthermore, [23] propose a style consistency discriminator to force the generator to preserve the input appearance style, which gives a new sight from the aspect of discriminator design. However, all of these image-based methods are designed for still image synthesis without consideration of temporal consistency, which causes they are not qualified for human motion video synthesis that we concern. Besides, these methods try to generate unseen body views from a single input image, which greatly restricts their performance due to the lack of appearance information, especially when the desired output pose greatly differs from the input pose.
As the video counterpart of the above mentioned image-based pose transfer, video-based motion transfer considers temporal coherence with access to more appearance information contained in a whole video, leading to a higher level of temporal consistency and visual quality. In [24] , the authors propose to generate optical flows to warp previously generated frames into temporally consistent new frames. Besides, [4] use a temporal smoothing loss to enforce temporal coherence between adjacent frames. Note that video quality depends not only on temporal consistency but also on appearance details. Thus recent works come up with feeding rendered images of 3D models [17] or transformed images of body parts [28] into their models as input conditions to obtain realistic appearances. Moreover, [1] split their network into two training branches responsible for appearance generation and temporal coherence improvement respectively. Although these works can generate videos with higher visual quality than image-based methods, an obvious limitation is that they have to train an individual model for each person with less feasibility of application. Besides, most of them generate the full video scene directly with body components and backgrounds bound together, keeping them from controllable appearance synthesis.
The overview of our method is depicted in Figure 1 . First, we apply data preprocessing to the input videos to obtain our conditioning inputs, where each motion conditioning input (source pose) is paired with an optimal appearance conditioning input (target pose, layout and foreground). Benefiting from our multi-source input selection strategy, the appearance input of each body component can be selected separately from its own target appearance source. Next, we feed the two conditioning inputs into our appearance composing GAN which consists of a layout GAN and an appearance GAN, responsible for controllable layout synthesis and appearance synthesis respectively. By controlling the motion and the appearance inputs through input video sources, the layout GAN can generate the desired multi-source body layout, which is taken as layout-level motion conditioning input by the appearance GAN to generate the corresponding multi-source appearance. To decompose the synthesis of the whole body into individual body components, the appearance GAN generates foregrounds of different components separately. For background appearance synthesis, a background modulation block is applied in the appearance GAN to generate a modulation map that renders natural shadows instead of generating the whole background. Because the generation has no relation to background appearance, it supports background replacement with arbitrary images. Finally, the synthetic component foregrounds and the modulated background are added together to compose the full video scene.
Before further discussions, we give variable definitions used in this paper as follows, where X means input andỸ means output, S and T represent input source and target videos, P , LO, F G, BG, M , I represent pose, layout, foreground, background, modulation map and full scene image, H, U , L refer to head, upper body and lower body.
Inputs
• source motion: source pose XSP • target human appearance (XT ): target poses (XT P ): 
Data Preprocessing
The main purpose of data preprocessing is to select the optimal appearance conditioning input (XT ) which contains the most target appearance information needed for appearance synthesis with respect to the desired source motion (XSP ), where each component has its own appearance inputs selected from the corresponding target video frames to enable multi-source control. The preprocessing consists of the following three steps, aiming at minimizing the loss of appearance information for appearance synthesis in unseen body poses. It's noted that there's no restriction on the input frame number, we can obtain optimal appearance inputs no matter how many frames are provided.
Step 1: Obtaining Poses, Layouts and Foregrounds
We utilize [3] and [9] to detect body poses and semantic layouts respectively. Thereafter we can extract foregrounds for each body component by multiplying the images with corresponding channels of the one-hot layout maps. Hence we can obtain the source motion inputs XSP from the source video and the target appearance inputs XT from the target videos, which are paired with each other in step 2.
source motion target appearance 1.
2. 
Step 2: Multi-Source Input Selection
Since human appearance varies significantly with body pose, we propose a pose similarity matching mechanism depicted in Figure 2 to pair each component of each XSP with the XT whose corresponding component has the most similar component pose. Provided with different target videos as appearance sources, we can easily obtain multi-source input appearance conditions. Specifically, each component pose similarity is denoted as the average cosine similarity between the corresponding source and target component pose vectors:
where Sim is the component pose similarity, N is the number of component pose vectors, − → VS and − → VT represent component pose vectors of the source pose XSP and the target pose XT P respectively. For vectors of head, upper and lower body, N = 5, 7 and 8 respectively, with vector point locations are shown in Figure 3. 
Step 3: Pose Normalization
Given that XSP and XT are paired for each frame, we apply a pose normalization to transform each component of XT into the same size 
where Nv is the number of component pose vectors, Np is the number of component pose points, PS and PT represent source and target component pose points respectively. Thus we obtain the transformed component pose points, semantic layouts and foregrounds. Then the pose points of different components are connected to compose a new target pose XT P while the semantic layouts are processed into a one-hot tensor XT LO with each channel represents a body part as shown in Figure 3 . Similarly, the foregrounds are also processed into a tensor XT F G consists of body part channels consistent with XT LO . By separating different body parts by different channels, we can eliminate the loss of appearance information caused by the overlap between components which come from different target video frames.
Appearance Composing GAN
Our appearance composing GAN has two stages: a layout GAN and an appearance GAN, both of which are trained in a single-source manner due to the lack of ground truth data for supervision when source poses and target appearances come from different persons. Although it results in a difference between single-source training and multi-source testing, we can eliminate this difference through our elaborate model designs described in the following. Because videos are generated frame by frame, we present the generation of the frame at time t as an example in the following discussions for convenience.
Layout GAN
The layout GAN aims at synthesizing the multi-source layout with each component consistent with its appearance input. By taking the generated layout as an additional motion condition, the subsequent appearance GAN can achieve layout-specified appearance synthesis.
Our layout GAN is made of a layout generator GLO and a layout discriminator DLO as shown in Figure 4(a) . Specifically, the generator GLO consists of two encoders and one decoder. The first encoder learns to encode features for the concatenation of three consecutive source poses, target poses and target layouts:
. The second encoder learns to encode features for the concatenation of two previously generated layouts:ỸLO| t−1 t−2 . Then the two kinds of features are summed and fed into the decoder to generate the desired layoutỸ t LO . Here we concatenate consecutive input frames together to improve temporal consistency. In addition, the discriminator DLO is designed to be multiscale [12] to determine whether the generated layout is real or fake.
To train the layout GAN, we design the objective like this:
GAN is the adversarial loss of the layout GAN, which is given by:
where YLO is the real layout map with respect toỸLO. L LO F M is the discriminator feature matching loss presented in pix2pixHD [25] and weighted by λF M . L LO T is the temporal loss used to improve temporal consistency, which is presented in vid2vid [24] and weighted by λT . L LO SS is the structural sensitive loss adapted from [16] and weighted by λSS, which is used to measure the difference between YLO and YLO at both the pixel level and the structure level.
Appearance GAN
The function of the appearance GAN embraces three aspects: foreground decomposition, background modulation and scene composition.
• Foreground decomposition refers to separate foreground syntheses for different body components, which is achieved by applying our component-specific ACGAN losses during training. By separating syntheses of different components during training, we can eliminate the difference between single-source training and multisource testing, which enables straightforward application to multisource appearance synthesis tasks without adaptation.
• Background modulation refers to pixel-level background brightness control dominated by the generated modulation map, which avoids background generation from scratch and enables controllable background replacement.
• Scene composition refers to fusion of the synthetic component foregrounds and the modulated background. To ensure a harmonious composition, a scene discriminator is designed to coordinate with the appearance generator during training.
As shown in Figure 4 (b), the appearance GAN is made of an appearance generator GA, a scene discriminator DS, three standard component discriminators DH , DU , DL and three appearanceconsistency component discriminators DAC,H , DAC,U , DAC,L. To achieve a better generation at the component level as well as the scene level, we train our generator with multiple multi-scale discriminators responsible for syntheses of the individual components and the full scene.
As for component level synthesis, we utilize three standard component discriminators DH , DU and DL to force the generator GA synthesize more realistic head, upper and lower body. In practice, we decompose the generated and the real foreground into the three body components and feed them as the fake and the real samples into their corresponding standard discriminators. Inspired by [23] , we further apply three appearance-consistency (AC) component discriminators DAC,H , DAC,U and DAC,L to ensure appearances of the generated components are consistent with their input appearance conditions. Specifically, we obtain three kinds of component foreground pairs as training samples for each DAC as shown in Figure 4 (b): 1) consistent pair P1: two components from the same person, labeled as "true"; 2) inconsistent pair P2: two components from different persons, labeled as "false"; 3) fake pair P f ake : component of the generatedỸF G and its corresponding component appearance condition in XT F G, labeled as "false" when updating discriminator and labeled as "true" when updating generator. In company with the progress of DAC s which distinguish inconsistent component appearances well, GA learns to generate more consistent component appearances during adversarial training.
As for scene level synthesis, we utilize a scene discriminator DS to force the appearance generator focus on details at component boundaries to synthesize the full scene better, whereỸI and YI are fed as the fake and the real samples for training.
To train the appearance GAN, the objective is designed like this:
ACGAN are ACGAN losses of different body components, each of which is summed by a standard adversarial loss LGAN and an appearance-consistency loss LAC . Since all of them have the same design, we only give the derivation of L H ACGAN as an example:
where λAC is the weight of LAC , YF G,H represents head region of the real foreground, XA,H represents head region of the conditioning
, P1,H , P2,H and P f ake,H are consistent, inconsistent and fake head component pairs respectively. L S GAN is the GAN loss for the full scene, derived as follows:
where YI is the real scene image, XI = [XA, XT BG]. L A F M is the discriminator feature matching loss weighted by λF M , L A V GG is the VGG loss [13, 7, 25] weighted by λV GG, L A T is the temporal loss weighted by λT to improve temporal consistency.
Experiments

Dataset
We construct a large dataset with 124 dance videos collected from 58 males and 66 females, including a variety of human identities, dance categories and wearing styles. To satisfy the setting that single persons perform difficult movements in stationary backgrounds, only solo dance videos with fixed viewpoints are included in the dataset.
In detail, we first extract backgrounds automatically for each video by stitching background regions of different frames. Then we cut each video into a sequence with 1200 frames to detect poses, layouts and foregrounds, where we crop and resize all the frames to central 192x256 regions and manually rectify ones with bad detection results for better data quality. Then we divide each processed video sequence into two halves, where the first half is used to extract XSP and the second is used to obtain the paired XT . Therefore, we obtain 600 available conditioning inputs and the corresponding ground truth frames for each of the 124 videos. In practice, we use 100 videos for training and the remaining 24 videos for testing.
Experimental Setup
Our Method
The design of encoders and decoders follows pix2pixHD [25] , where the numbers of convolutional filters are decreased to half of the original pix2pixHD to reduce the model size. The layout GAN and the appearance GAN are trained separately with Adam optimizers (learning rate: 0.0002, batch size: 4) on Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPUs for 10 epochs, where we set λAC = 5 and λSS = λT = λF M = λV GG = 10 in the objective functions.
Other Methods
We also implement the following methods for comparisons:
• Video-based methods:
We compare our method with two state-of-art video-based methods vid2vid [24] and EDN [4] , both are person-specific with each model can only generate videos with the same appearance. In our implementation, each of their models is trained with 3000 frames of one specific video.
• Image-based methods:
Since video-based methods are person-specific, we implement a state-of-art image-based method PoseWarp [2] as a generalpurpose baseline, which is trained on the same data as ours for comparisons on the generalization ability.
• w/o input selection:
To evaluate the effectiveness of our input selection strategy, we implement a model trained with appearance conditioning inputs selected randomly with no extra computation. . From left to right: input target appearances, input source motions, our generated results (layouts, foregrounds, full scenes), results of vid2vid [24] , results of EDN [4] , results of PoseWarp [2] , results of the four ablated variants with respect to input selection strategy, layout GAN, ACGAN loss and background modulation block.
• w/o layout GAN:
To evaluate the effectiveness of our layout GAN, we implement a model with only the appearance GAN, which is fed with 2D poses as source motion conditions without synthetic body layouts.
• w/o ACGAN loss:
To evaluate the effectiveness of our ACGAN loss that separates syntheses of different components, we implement a model whose appearance GAN is trained without AC discriminators.
• w/o background modulation:
To evaluate the effectiveness of our background modulation block, we implement a model that generates backgrounds from scratch with fixed background images included in its input conditions.
Qualitative Results
To assess the quality of our synthetic results, we randomly visualize some synthetic frames and compare them with those generated by other methods as shown in Figure 5 . Based on the proposed appearance composing GAN, we can synthesize motion transfer videos with realistic appearance and body pose details, which are consistent with the input target appearances and source motions. In contrast, the image-based method PoseWarp [2] can't preserve the target appearances well with body poses and locations are not consistent with the desired source poses. Although the two video-based methods vid2vid [24] and EDN [4] perform well when synthesizing appearances in frequent poses (e.g. front bodies in the first two rows of Figure 5 ), they render bad visual results when synthesizing appearances in infrequent poses (e.g. backside bodies in the last two rows of Figure 5 ). We think the main reason is that infrequent poses are less explored during training due to the imbalance in their training data, which contains only one video sequence for each person-specific model. However, the quality of our results is not influenced by such imbalance because we provide our model with optimal appearance inputs that contain the most texture information needed for appearance synthesis. Besides, our model is trained with access to more infrequent poses contained in the whole multi-person dataset, leading to better results than EDN and vid2vid when synthesizing unseen infrequent pose appearances. We also validate our method on appearance-controllable motion transfer tasks. For multi-source appearance synthesis, we let our model synthesize videos with component appearances come from different people, where we obtain realistic results as shown in Figure 6(a) . For controllable background replacement, we modulate different backgrounds and fuse them with the synthetic foregrounds to compose full scene images. As shown in Figure 6 (b), the full scenes are naturally composed and rendered with detailed shadows in harmony with the body poses.
For a better view of our synthetic visual results, please refer to the online video examples.
Quantitative Results
We also make a quantitative assessment to evaluate differences between synthetic and ground truth video frames by three metrics: Structural Similarity (SSIM), Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [27] and Video Fréchet Inception Distance (VFID) [24] , where SSIM and LPIPS are used to measure single frames while VFID that considers temporal consistency is used to measure video sequences. Results summarized in the first three columns of Table 1 show that our method outperforms others for all the metrics.
Perceptual Results
For human perceptual assessment, we conduct a human subjective study by performing preference tests on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Particularly, each question is an A/B test where we show turkers two videos generated by our method and a compared method and let them choose which video looks more realistic in consideration of visual quality and temporal consistency. After gathering 10 answers for 13 videos generated by different methods, we summarize the average human preference scores in the last column of Table 1 . The results indicate that videos generated by our method are also perceptually preferred to those generated by others. 
Ablation Studies
We also compare our full method with the above mentioned four variants with respect to ablations of our input selection strategy, layout GAN, ACGAN loss and background modulation block. The quantitative and the perceptual results are shown in the 4-7th rows of Table 1 , where our full method outperforms all the variants significantly. We also make comparisons on qualitative results as shown in the last four columns of Figure 5 . The 9th and the 11th columns indicate that, without the selected optimal appearance inputs and the elaborate ACGAN loss, the model can't preserve human appearances well, which results in blurry faces and bodies. The 10th column indicates that, without the layout GAN to achieve layout-level appearance control, the model even can't generate the desired body poses, let alone satisfactory appearances. The last column shows that, without background modulation, the model fails in both background and foreground synthesis. Moreover, we make further qualitative comparisons to demonstrate the importance of our ACGAN loss and background modulation block in multi-source appearance synthesis and background replacement respectively. As shown in Figure 6 (a), without training with the proposed ACGAN loss, the model renders bad component appearances which are mixed up together and inconsistent with the input appearance conditions. As shown in Figure  6 (b), without the synthetic background modulation maps, the model renders blurry backgrounds as well as unrealistic foregrounds.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present appearance composing GAN for generalpurpose appearance-controllable human motion transfer. In order to synthesize controllable appearances for arbitrary people, we propose a multi-source input selection strategy to first obtain controllable input appearance conditions. Moreover, to enable compatible appearance synthesis given such multi-source inputs, we propose a twostage GAN framework to separate syntheses of different components at a layout level, where we further employ our ACGAN loss and background modulation block for appearance enhancement. Extensive experiments on our large-scale solo dance dataset show that our proposed method can not only enable general-purpose appearance control but also achieve higher video quality than state-of-art methods. In the future, we may explore the potential of synthesizing more complex videos where multiple people dance together rather than solo dance videos. Besides, video synthesis with movable camera views is also worth studying, requiring further consideration of background motions. Both of them are promising extensions to our accomplished work.
